Brenda Brewer: (6/6/2018 07:40) Good day all! Welcome to CCT RT Plenary #73 on 6 June 2018 @ 13:00 UTC. This call is recorded. Please mute your line when not speaking (*6 and *6 to unmute). Thank you!

Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:02) Hi everyone

Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (08:05) Hi Jordyn

Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (08:06) Drew will be 5 min late.

Jordyn A Buchanan 2: (08:08) Maybe the fifth time is the charm.

Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (08:09) Laureen will be late, she is currently on another call.

Jordyn A Buchanan 2: (08:10) Are we expecting Jonathan?

Waudo: (08:11) I dont have audio but it smy laptop. Tryng to rectify

Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (08:11) I just sent him a message

Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (08:11) and he's here :)

Waudo: (08:13) have to restart my laptop. NO audio

Drew: (08:15) "complEmentary"

Drew: (08:16) "complEment"

Jamie Hedlund: (08:18) Agree - canibalizing usually refers to a firm selling one good at the expense of another also soold by same firm

Jamie Hedlund: (08:18) Sorry - in loud place

Waudo: (08:23) OK Im back now

Laureen: (08:28) Can we get individual scrolling rights?

Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (08:28) done

Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (08:28) thanks Jorydn

Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (08:28) Jordyn

Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (08:34) Any further actions needed on this Jordyn?

Jonathan Zuck: (08:40) flat earther?

Laureen: (08:44) Scrolling?

Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (08:45) done
Carlton Samuels: (08:47) G'morning all. Apologies for delayed signon. Some unexpected domestic matters to attend.
Carlton Samuels: (08:48) ..and I can't hear a word!
Drew: (08:50) Jamie is personally accrediting everyone
Waudio: (08:50) I was off 10 minutes but I've now reconnected
Carlton Samuels: (08:51) Would you believe, I'm not speaking!!
Jordyn A Buchanan 2: (08:56) Looks fine to me.
Jordyn A Buchanan 2: (08:57) I like consolidations!
Laureen: (08:57) I support Drew's consolidation.
Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (08:57) :)}